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is to assert yourself. For many, this works well but what about those who can’t. What about the groups of people who may have
the wisdom or the potential but not the voice? Two of these groups that are often left behind are the orphaned and the elderly.
These groups, in most cases, can’t fight for themselves and are often dismissed. The facilities and care of these groups are often
underfunded, and their importance is minimalized. In some cases, they are even mistreated, whether intentionally or unintentionally.
For the elderly, many are put in a “home” and forgotten. Here, they quickly wither to former shells of themselves. The care of orphans
differs by geographical region. Many countries still run orphanages, but these become over-crowded, under-staffed, and underfunded. Issues such as disease, developmental delay, and malnutrition are just a few of the issues that plague these facilities. In the
United States, we have the foster care system and while this does work in some cases, there are many children who are thrown from
environment to environment, treated as more of a burden (or chore) rather than the future. I intend to ask questions such as, what
are the current conditions provided for these groups, what conditions can be made better, how could a specific type of architecture
benefit each or both? My research for this topic can include a variety of methods, studying articles written by professionals in fields
devoted to studying these age groups, asking those who fit in to these demographics how they feel they could better be helped,
asking what is wrong with the current state of things and what needs to be improved? Why does society often forget these groups?
One built the society we live in today and still has much wisdom to share, the other is the future and will determine what our society
will look like tomorrow, and years from now. Both of these groups deserve a chance and a voice but many times the environments
they are in do nothing to help them, it merely holds them back from their potential. I would like to see my research help to form
an architectural solution that would benefit both groups of people. What this looks like will be determined by the needs and the
timelines in which they could be achieved. Is it a facility that provides a more natural environment? Is there a way the architecture
could assist the staff in the care of these people? What avenues can be used to help to spread the need for a solution to the issues at
hand? Many times, the reason no one visits the elderly is the conditions are uncomfortable. The difference is, as a visitor, you can
leave, as a resident, you can’t. If someone doesn’t want to visit a place why would someone else want to live there, yet, many aren’t
even given the option. Change can happen, and through research and design, this project has the goal of starting that change.
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INTRODUCTION

In a quickly evolving world, the general attitude tends to be that only the strong survive. Many times, the only way to be heard

ABSTRACT

According to a 2017 study published by the child welfare department of the government, “there were an estimated 442,995 children in
foster care” (Welfare). This is in America alone and not calculating the number of children in orphanages across the world. Additionally,
in a report from the CDC, there is almost 1.3 million residents of nursing homes as of 2015. Again, this is in America alone and not
accounting for the global number. The census departments average the national population to be roughly 329 million. This means that
a little over 1% of the population is in nursing homes and 0.5% is in the foster care system. While the percentages may not look high, this
is a large number of men, women, and children. So, why don’t we have better infrastructure in place to care for these groups. Throughout
the course of this thesis, I intend to study the statistics and collect data to understand how many people fall into these two groups,
understand their needs, their current conditions, what can be made better, and better understand the role architecture plays in their lives.
Methods of research will include a variety of avenues. From the traditional sense, of reading scholarly articles and statistics, to
interviews with those who have experience in these areas or who have experienced (are experiencing) these conditions themselves.
The latter method allows me to get into the mind of someone who has firsthand experience and can share in what ways they think
things can be improved. From an architectural standpoint, interviewing designers on projects such as group homes (for the foster care
system) and nursing facilities (for the elderly) will allow for the investigation of what methods are taken to improve the lives impacted
by these structures. Is cost the only condition considered or is the happiness, health, and wellbeing of the inhabitants considered.
Both of these groups are close to me for a number of reasons. I myself was an orphan for the first year and half of my life. My sisters
were also orphaned at birth. We all spent a period of time at the beginning of our lives in an orphanage. My maternal grandmother
moved in with my family when I was 5 years old and lived with us until she passed away. My paternal grandparents were placed in
a nursing facility and within 6 months, I watched them decline in health and mental state at a rapid pace. The difference between
these two situations made a difference that is unmistakable. Under my mother’s care, my grandmother thrived and never lost her
dignity or faculties up until the very end. On the other side, my grandparents in a facility have declined and lost most of their will
to live, not even getting out of bed some days. How can we fix these situations and make lives better? How can architecture help?
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This thesis is striving to create a sense of transparency in the care of our elderly and
orphaned. Through an in-depth look in to current care solutions, evaluation of needs,
and architectural innovations, my project has the potential to change the way we care
for these often forgotten groups. Architects have the power to change space, image,
connotation, emotion, and even care through design. Using architectural design,
select construction methods and materials, masterplanning, and even landscape
design, I intend to question the very concept of what elderly and foster care really is.

GOALS
- Create an interconnected,
intergenerational facility
- Foster relationships within community
and surrounding neighborhood
- Design unique , complementary buildings
that are welcoming and calming
- Form a masterplan that seamlessly
infuses natural landscapes and
architectural innovations
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THEOREM & GOALS

THEOREM

ELDERLY

“By 2050, it is estimated that over a fifth of the population in the United States will be 65 years or older, compared
to only 15.6 percent today. With a rapidly aging population, it is imperative that we start planning now for how
we will house and care for the senior population in the future” (Statista, 2021). These numbers highlight the need
for not only an increase in senior housing units but also the need for new opportunities. “Our society is more
generationally stratified than ever before, making the elderly feel particularly alienated. According to one study
from the University of California San Francisco, 43% of seniors report feeling lonely. That same study found
that identifying as lonely comes with a staggering 59% higher risk of declining health and a 45% higher risk of
death. In short, the epidemic of loneliness among the elderly isn’t just an emotional travesty, it’s a health hazard”
(McGuire, 2019). So often, the elderly are stuck in facilities where they receive little interaction or stimulation. Here
they quickly become shelves of their former selves. This is a worldwide issue and not just isolated or localized.
“In Australia, three researchers at Griffith University led a nationwide study in 2015, looking into the benefits of
mixing aged care and child care in an inter-generational setting. With an ageing population placing pressure
on the nation’s aged-care services and rising dementia numbers, it’s hoped the model will delay a decline in
cognitive function and assist the elderly in maintaining their independence for longer” (ConnectAbility, 2020).
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QUICK-STATS

[A]

[A]
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[L]

FOSTER

“While infants and toddlers are too young to know what they are missing without seniors in their lives, raising
children in a society where the median age hovers around 30 is artificial and strangely backward. Researchers
at Stanford pointed out that aging adults are one of the best groups to spend time with young children, not only
because they can pass on decades of wisdom, but also because they are at a point in life where they have the
availability and patience to do so and can provide the kind of stimulation that young children need to thrive”
(McGuire, 2019). McGuire’s statement in this makes an unmistakably strong argument for the need of an
intergenerational facility. So many children in the foster system just need a stable environment where the people
are not constantly leaving them behind to get on with their own lives. James Tapper, of The Guardian, writes,
“Anne Longfield, the children’s commissioner, writes of how Italian teenagers who were suffering anxiety were
being helped. “Boys were encouraged to try out traditional pasta making with some of the older women in the
community,” she writes. “Working on the pasta together there was no real pressure to talk about themselves, but
rather a sense of acceptance as they contributed to the communal effort and achievement”” (Tapper, 2019). While
most of my research championed the benefits of intergenerational activities between the elderly and younger
children, this particular story was a perfect example of how a project like this could also benefit teenagers.
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BOARDING SCHOOL IN NIMES

logical organization of the existing facilities and must ensure consistency and overall harmony. The area where the

See Citation [B] in Bibliography regarding
quoted text and images used.

building fits, places the project as a figurehead of this big island, position both strategic and symbolic: the facilities
plays a special role because it has to be the link between the exterior and the interior. Shared by several schools of
N îmes and physically attached to Philippe Lamour high school, its reception, conviviality and reference character
must be emphasized. The precise location of the project ref lects this link between public space and high school territory.
I selected this project as a precedent because of its function as
a boarding school. Through studying this structure, I was able
to better understand housing for youth. The boarding school
meant that children lived here full time but also did activities
such as homework and socializing. All of these activities
were items I wanted to incorporate in to my own design.

STRUCTURE
GEOMETRY

CIRCULATION TO USE

SYMMETRY + BALANCE

MASSING

NATURAL LIGHT
17

“

“

The boarding house project is a continuation of Philippe Lamour high school: then its design takes into account the

18

DAY CARE AND ELDERLY
RESIDENTIAL CENTRE

See Citation [C] in Bibliography regarding
quoted text and images used.

with social housing for low income families uphill and an area with various public buildings at
the lower part of the valley. The elderly day centre is in between these rather different social,
programmatic and physical realities, thus celebrating both its private and public character.
The building presents itself as a counterpoint to the architectural character of the existing
housing neighbourhood and therefore it tries to establish s strong sense of architectural

“

“

The project is located between in an urban area with a residential neighbourhood mainly

identity for the existing communities, through its particular coloured and textured materials.

The 60 dwellings are set out in two rows facing east-west on four interconnected f loors.
This selection was especially important since it was a variation of
the intergenerational concept. However, the key difference between
this project and my own was the fact that the residents were
only elderly and the youth aspect was a day care, meaning the
children were only there for a very limited period during the day.

MASSING

STRUCTURE

GEOMETRY

SYMMETRY + BALANCE

CIRCULATION TO USE
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NATURAL LIGHT
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ELDERLY CARE SKARVET

a new urban district in Växjö being developed along the railway connecting the city centre to
the lake Norra Bergundasjön. The L- shaped building is the first phase and the cornerstone
of the city block, offering mixed forms of tenure around a spacious, shared courtyard.

See Citation [D] in Bibliography regarding
quoted text and images used.

“

“

The elderly care is a part of the city block Skärvet, which is the starting point of Bäckaslöv,

Much like the first project, this selection was important
as it was a living facility for the elderly. However, this
project was much different from the elderly living facilities
we are used to in the United States. The materiality
was the biggest takeaway of this particular seleciton.

MASSING

STRUCTURE

SYMMETRY + BALANCE

CIRCULATION TO USE

GEOMETRY

NATURAL LIGHT
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HEISDORF RESIDENCE

“

The old castle of Heisdorf, situated in a park with marvelous mature trees, has undergone numerous

See Citation [E] in Bibliography regarding
quoted text and images used.

alterations (extensions) since it was first built in the 19th century. Nevertheless, it was too small
and above all could not offer the levels of comfort expected today in a facility of this kind. HVP
approached this work cautiously. They renovated the historic building fabric of the castle, but
without visible architectural changes. In contrast, the accumulated extensions were demolished

new building is oriented north-south with large glazed loggias (known as “curiosities”) on one side,
facing in the direction of the castle and projecting roofed balconies looking onto the park on the other.

“

and replaced by a new wing linked to the castle by an elevated glazed connecting element. The

The Heisdorf Residence initially made me want to create an adaptive reuse project and
while this ultimately didn’t come to fruititon, there were still several very important
takeaways from this project. The key element that carried through to my project was the
landscaping and the way the project so f luidly interweaves with nature and its surroundings.

CIRCULATION TO USE

SYMMETRY + BALANCE

STRUCTURE
23

GEOMETRY
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LYCEE NELSON MANDELA

See Citation [F] in Bibliography regarding
quoted text and images used.

f loodable and polluted. This simple resolution made possible to regain additionnal sports space. The model
of the Nantes hall has won us over for its propensity to bring together, in an emblematic and luminous volume,
all the programs: teaching, sport, and boarding school. Under the glass roof of the inner street are gathered
four buildings that share their cold walls and views of this new place for high school students: from the winter
garden to the patio of the CDI, to the bistro terraces of the canteen takes place comes alive and expands with
high and low views of the more distant landscape of the Loire. Even the gym participates in this animation
with its large climbing wall visible from the nave. Each program is aimed at both this street and the city.

“

“

On the Island of Nantes, among the Loire, the high school college mounted on stilt let breath the ground below,

This project is unique from the others in that it has no residential component, it is a high school college.
The aspects that were important and informative for my own project were the materiality used and the
sense of community that is created by the layout, usage of light, and the wide open intemediary spaces.

CIRCULATION TO USE

GEOMETRY

STRUCTURE

SYMMETRY + BALANCE
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STUDENT HOUSING AND
NUSERY FOR PARIS

“

See Citation [G] in Bibliography regarding
quoted text and images used.

On 117 rue de Ménilmontant in one of Paris’s busy northern neighborhoods, VIB Architecture took
possession of a long and narrow plot to construct and rehabilitate several buildings for a mixeduse program: a residence with 89 student housing and a nursery for 66 children. The faubourg
of Belleville, located on one of the two main hills of Paris, is characterized by its heterogeneous
architecture, with buildings from various times, with different heights and various programs. One
of them is the “Pavillon du Carré Baudouin” built in the XVIIIth century as a place of pleasure

are also an old orphanage, some Haussman buildings or small houses and workshops. The
neighborhood is also known for its passages and small alleys that irrigate the urban fabric in depth.

“

and leisure, which is now an exhibition space attached to a small park open to the public. There

The final precedent I studied included a nursery which
was useful to examine when I was still determining the
age groups that would be housed within my own facility.

NATURAL LIGHT

CIRCULATION TO USE

STRUCTURE

GEOMETRY
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STATE/CITY SELECTION

30

Many factors were taken in to consideration when considering
what state to use as the site for this thesis. I intially considered
Georgia simply because of my familiarity with the state and
the ability to easily visit and collect information on the site.
Additionally, Ohio was considered at one point when this project
was in its earlier phases and an adaptive resuse structure was a
consideration. To take a more research based approach, I used
studies that showed the number of elderly residents in each state
as well as the number of children in foster care and found a middle
ground of numbers. Alaska’s number of children in foster care may
appear small but the growth rate is actually the largest in the
United States. While the numbers are close in Alaska, the state
itself and sites explored didn’t present an ideal opportunity for a
project like this. Washington was ultimately chosen based on the
number of elderly residents, children in the foster care system, and
the sites that were available to develop a project such as this one.

[A+P]
31

eliminated as a posibility because it is
located in an extremely suburban area.
This is fine to a degree, there are several
schools available and transportation
is provided for children but beyond this
most ammenitites are several miles out
of reach. A trip to the grocery store would
require a good deal of logistics that might
become difficult and even potentially
hazardous because of the groups involved.
Ultimately, while this was the largest site,
the surroundings did not complement
the project in a way that made it a viable
option.

SITE ANALYSIS KEY
SITE
COMMUNITY CENTER/PARK
SCHOOL
JUVENILE GOVERNMENT OFFICE
MEDICAL CENTER
GROCERY/RESTAURANT
PARKING STRUCTURE

KINGSGATE, WASHINGTON

THE KINGSGATE site was

33

of the sites but provided a very easy and
flat lot to work with. It is extremely close
to a local hospital as well as several
schools and parks. Beyond this, however,
there are not many ammenities without
having to handle transportation logistics.
Additionally, this site is located in a heavily
industrial area which poses several issues
such as noise and safety. The very dense
urban fabric also hides away any structure
built on this site negating the goal of
creating a clearly visible project. The
Tacoma site was eliminated a possiblity for
these various reasons.

SITE ANALYSIS KEY
SITE
COMMUNITY CENTER/PARK
SCHOOL
JUVENILE GOVERNMENT OFFICE
MEDICAL CENTER
GROCERY/RESTAURANT
PARKING STRUCTURE

TACOMA, WASHINGTON

THE TACOMA site was the smallest

35

medium sized lot, in respect to the other
potential sites, but the proximity to so
many key ammenities is what made it the
ideal choice. It is in walking distance of a
park, two community centers and less than
a five minute drive from a large hospital
and medical complex. Additionally, the
school is within walking distance, various
stores can be easily accessed and the
juvenile governement office is only a few
blocks away. All of these factors helped to
narrow this down as the clear choice for
the site of this project. The unique shape
and curvature of the terrrain presented
some challenging but rewarding design
opportunities.

SITE ANALYSIS KEY
SITE
COMMUNITY CENTER/PARK
SCHOOL
JUVENILE GOVERNMENT OFFICE
MEDICAL CENTER
GROCERY/RESTAURANT
PARKING STRUCTURE

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

THE SEATTLE site was a relatively

37
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CONCEPT 1 was an intial response to the site’s
unique shape and proportioning. A balance between
between building placement, communal spaces,
and green spaces was the primary goal. A large
pond became a central feature of the community in
an effort to create a park-like atmosphere.

CONCEPT 2 expands on the goals of the first
concept while diving deeper into the balance
between the structures for both demographics. Here,
the dark purple buildings represent elderly housing,
the light purpe represents foster housing, and the
orange represents communal spaces where the two
deomgrahics interact.

40

CONCEPT 3 seeks to weave the buildings
around the site, thereby opening up the interstial
space for large green areas. The pink areas are
for communal, interconnected activities. The
overall site plan is designed to encourage the two
demographics to connect.

CONCEPT 4 reorganizes the buildings in to clusters
creating miniature community “pods” within the overall
larger community. The dependent living buildings (on
the southeastern side of the property) are in a more
traditional arrangement with green spaces provided
between each.

41
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THE FINAL CONCEPT is a true reflection of the desire to create a
“village” of sorts where both demographics could experience privacy
within their individual dwellings but interconnect through various
moments and opportunities. The campus is divided in to two distinct
zones, dependent and independent. Core elements, such as dining,
lounges, and clinics, are offered in two locations depending on the level
of care necessary. All ammenities are shared and spread out throughout
the site with the goal of encouraging moments of community and
connectivity between all residents, regardless of age.

KEY
A 80+ RESDIDENTS

1 COFFEE BAR

11 LIBARY/COMMON

B 16-18 RESIDENTS

2 NEWS STAND/BOOK

SPACE

C 70-80 RESIDENTS

STORE

12 DININGSTORE

D 12-15 RESIDENTS

3 GAME ROOM

13 LOUNGE

E 60-70 RESIDENTS

4 DINING HALL

14 CLINIC

F 8-11 RESIDENTS

5 LOUNGE

15 OUTDOOR THEATRE

G 60+ RESIDENTS

6 LIBRARY/STUDY

16 ADMIN

7 CLINIC

17 INDOOR THEATRE

[ASSISTED]
H 8-18 RESIDENTS
[ASSISTED]

8 GYM
9 MARKET
10 JUICE BAR
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EARLY study models were
constructed with floral
foam to better understand
the scale of the buildings
as well as their relations
to each other and the
surrounding context.
Wooden dowels were used
to exhibit connection
points between building
and ground as well
as between different
structures.

45
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USING a Google Earth printout, I was able to study the composition of
the buildings on the site as well of better understand the angles visible
to the public. A primary concern was the view from the interstate
but seeing the massings on site, I was able to further develop the
MasterPlan to accomodate for veiws and noise concerns.
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MASTERPLAN

3

THE MASTERPLAN is the culmination of the research, site analysis and
selection, and site layout exercises. The west side of the site is reserved
for the buildings related to the independent residents while the east side
of the lot is reserved for the buildings for the dependent residents. The
site is terraced in to two levels allowing for the buildings to have a variety
of views rather than those inside just looking in to another building. All
the paths throughout the site create a continuous vista, uninterrupted by
anything other than a few strucutral elements.

KEY
1 - Campus Entry Building (North)
2 - Independent Elderly Living
3 - Independent Foster Living
4 - Independent Dining + Activities
5 - Outdoor Enrichment Area

6 - Gym + Clinic
7 - Dependent Foster Building
8 - Dependent Dining + Activities
9 - Dependent Elderly Building
10 - Campus Entry Building (South)

51
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INDEPENDENT ELDERLY LIVING
THE INDEPENDENT ELDERLY LIVING units are designed to each
house an individual or couple. The living units are designed with living
space, a private bathroom, and secluded balcony. The hallways include
alcoves with floor-to-ceiling windows, seating, and an atmosphere that
invites social interaction. The light tan brick is complemented by cast-inplace concrete walls creating an elegant but yet contemporary presence.

EAST-TO-WEST SECTION

53

SOUTH-TO-NORTH SECTION

GROUND LEVEL

SECOND LEVEL

THIRD LEVEL
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INDEPENDENT FOSTER LIVING
THE INDEPENDENT FOSTER LIVING units are designed to each
house two youths per room. While the individuals share a bathroom and
common room, they each have a private closet that allows them to have
a certain feeling of ownership. Each floor also includes a private study
room for homework gatherings or even social activities. The materials
used give off a clean, contemporary feel with concrete walls wrapped
in a wood frame. Wood -backed metal panels with voronoi patterns
complement the aesthetic.

NORTH-TO-SOUTH SECTION

WEST-TO-EAST
SECTION
57

LOWER TERRACE LEVEL

THIRD LEVEL

SECOND LEVEL

GROUND LEVEL
58
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DEPENDENT ELDERLY LIVING
THE DEPENDENT ELDERLY LIVING units are the same setup as the
independent units with the only exception being the omission of the
balconies. Because the dependent facility is reserved for residents that
may have certain health issues or be prone to confusion, this could pose
a safety risk. The building, instead employs green wall panels to give
the building a connection with nature and creating a lively, energetic
environment.

NORTH ELEVATION

61

GROUND LEVEL

62

SECOND/THIRD LEVEL

63
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DEPENDENT FOSTER LIVING

THE DEPENDENT FOSTER LIVING units are exactly the same as
the independent units. This is done to create a sense of equality, no
resident is made to feel better than another. The layout difference here
is a number of stations where nurses/workers can keep a closer eye on
the youth living within as they may have certain medical or behavioral
concerns that require a certain level of care and attention. The building’s
design mirrors its independent counterpart but at a larger scale allowing
for its presence to be felt and the design to really shine.

NORTH ELEVATION

65

GROUND LEVEL

66

SECOND/THIRD LEVEL

67

OUTDOOR ENRICHMENT AREA
68

COMMON LIBRARY
69

DINING ROOM
70

COUNSELING OFFICES
71
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This project is merely a beginning, there is still much work to
be done. This work can’t be done alone and can’t be done by one
person. It is a change that needs to invade our society, it needs
to come from our profession, our nation, and the world. This is an
issue of humanity, one of these groups built the very world in which
we live today and the other will build the world of tomorrow. If we
let them slip through the cracks and get left behind, what does
that say of our legacy, our respect of our past, present and future?

[IMAGE CITATION: Q]
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in
intergenerational
programs
“ Participation
meaningful cross-age relationships may decrease

“

and
social
isolation and increase older adults’ sense of belonging,
self-esteem, and well-being, while also improving social
and emotional skills of children and youth participants.
-MCGUIRE, 2019

[IMAGE CITATION: R]
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